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IRI Series - INDUSTRIAL HIGH PRODUCTIVITY DEEP CHEST IRONERS
The IRI Series - Industrial High 
Productivity Deep Chest Ironers for Demanding 
Commercial, Industrial, Health Care and 
Hospital Laundries

Our high productivity deep chest flatwork ironers offer you an excellent combination of efficiency, quality
and convenience, making it the finest flatwork ironer available. The IRI series ironers are a proven line of 
machines used in professional laundries around the world. The flatwork ironer can easily be interfaced 
with any feeding or folding machine for further efficiency gains. The investment in this advanced but 
simple and reliable machine is quite low. Discover this fine product and save on your operation cost and 
increase your productivity. You will get the best for less. 

The IRI series is equipped with a simple-to-use control system that provides 
precise temperature regulation. The temperatures are shown on a digital 
readout. The electronic temperature control provides for adjustment of the 
ironing temperature at any time during operation. A standard high efficiency
variable speed inverter controls the speed in an extended speed range to suit 
the wide variety of fabrics and moisture retentions. The speed can be adjusted
at any time during operation. The variable speed drive provided by the 
inverter reduces the stress on the drive components including sprockets, 
bearings, shafts and chains. The control panel is equipped with air pressure 
gauge, steam pressure gauge, roll up and down push button controls, 
exhaust system control and main roller drive control. 

A V-belt drive system with advanced AC variable frequency 
inverter is used for smooth operation. Heavy-duty reliable 
gear reducers are used for each roller and each roller has its 
own powerful independent suction fan for collecting 
evaporated moisture. The IRI series are available with one, two,
three or four roll modular steam heated ironing sections and 
also has the option of using thermal oil to provide a high 
ironing performance. Heat is generated into the oil by using 
a gas burner and a pump then transfers the hot oil into 
the ironing sections where the rolls are located. The first roll 
in an Image IRI ironer has an accelerated condensate removal 
system for maximum thermal efficiency and a performance 
that significantly saves energy and speeds up production. 
The pendant jog control present simplifies padding maintenance.
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